
Oberlin’s summer lutherie workshops attract makers from 
around the world. ARIANE TODES discovers the community 
spirit that draws them to Ohio, and RAYMOND SCHRYER 
documents their project to copy a Stradivari violin

I f I were called on to construct a socIety, 
I think I might model it on the Violin Society of America’s 
(VSA) summer workshops in Oberlin. It would be a 
community where the drive was towards betterment, 
both for the individual and the group; where everyone was 

appreciated for the unique talent they brought to the collective 
good; resources and knowledge would be shared; everyone 
would take turns cooking; and it would be a whole lot of  
fun to live in. This was exactly the spirit I discovered on my  
visit to the violin making group this year, so it’s not surprising 
that the various workshops that happen in Oberlin across six 
weeks every summer have become a vital destination for some 
of today’s top makers.

If the words ‘collective’ and ‘sharing’ bring to mind some 
sort of 1960s hippy commune it’s not entirely inappropriate. 
Everyone has a stint in the kitchen (I was set to cooking duties 
early on) and the makers stay up into the small hours working, 
chatting, arguing, smoking and drinking hooch from plastic 
cups. There’s usually an ad hoc folk music session in some 
corner. But the intent is never less than absolutely serious 
and the intense work and knowledge-sharing that happen is 
widely acknowledged to have raised the standard of violin 
making around the world.

You wouldn’t know it to look at the place. Oberlin in June is 
a pretty, sleepy American town – the college and conservatoire 
are out of session. It centres on a large green, overlooking which 
are an old-fashioned drugstore, a bookshop and somewhat 
fusty clothes and artisanal shops. Make your way to the 
college’s sculpture studio and you enter a different world, one 
of palpable energy. Makers (this year there were 53) nab their 
favourite positions on the first afternoon and customise their 
personal workspaces. Across the corridor is a varnish room; 
upstairs the classroom where the nightly lectures are held; 
the corridor also marks the great divide with the bow makers’ 
workshop (see box, page 34). 

Even the most free-thinking group needs a leader and here 
it is Christopher Germain (often referred to as the ‘benign 
dictator’). He has run the violin making workshop since 1997: 
originally it came out of restoration workshops started in 1986 

Makers regularly 
compared notes on 
their instruments
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the varnish demonstrations 
were among the highlights 

of the 2012 workshop

Luthiers set up their 
own workspaces 
in the studio

Makers learn 
from each other 

by osmosis
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trap of looking at your work and thinking 
that everything you do is great. You 
come to a thing like this and suddenly 
there are 50 people and their violins 
around and you realise how your work 
really is and that you had better come up 
to scratch very quickly.’ But there is also 
something comforting, as Wallin admits: 
‘Everyone who has been coming here for 
26 years still has problems with certain 
things. It’s reassuring that everyone else 
at your level still has things they’re trying 
to figure out, and that they can help each 
other. I haven’t been in such a helpful 
environment since I was at school.’ 

The success of any group is down 
to the chemistry of its members, and 
Germain seems to have this selection 
down to a fine art. He explains: ‘If you 

put the right people and the right pieces together – like-minded 
people at the same level – then they realise that everybody 
benefits from the experience. It’s really like a brotherhood.  
It has to be the right mix to work properly. It’s like a think tank 
– everyone has a niche or speciality that we can draw on.’ 

It’s easy to forget as an outsider that everyone is 
effectively in competition. Germain is careful to draw 
boundaries in this regard, as Sam Zygmuntowicz says: ‘Chris 
has been very vigilant about commercial stuff coming in. It’s 
bad form to have a client show up here, or anything that smells 
too much like you’re trying to get any professional advantage. 
On the one hand we’re all friends, but on the other we’re 
competitors. We’re all in the same thing, so you have to create a 
safe space.’ Germain says of this: ‘Part of what I try to do here is 
to set a relaxed atmosphere, and even though we’re competitors, 
not to make it such a competitive atmosphere. The idea is that 
everyone contributes and we’re all better off for the experience.’ 
Testament to this generosity of spirit is the fact that while I’m 
there, it’s common for makers to rave about some aspect of a 
colleague’s work, in specific detail. So identifying excellence, 
appreciating it and modelling it is part of the learning curve. 

by Vahakn Nigogosian. Germain explains how the workshops’ 
philosophy was set by ‘Nigo’ right from the beginning: ‘His 
attitude was that knowledge should be accessible to everyone. 
He was an Armenian brought up in Istanbul: he felt persecuted 
so he wanted to feel other people weren’t held back as he was. 
He always had this open attitude.’

the structure allows for parallel ways of learning. 
Everyone works on their own instruments and has the chance 
to observe their peers at all stages, to discuss problems and 
approaches. Many are actively involved in a special project – 
this year, creating a copy of the ‘Betts’ Stradivari and varnishing 
one that was made last year (as detailed in Raymond Schryer’s 
article), with everyone coming together to plan and watch the 
process at key stages. There are lectures after dinner – this year, 
for example, Steve Sirr had the collective jaw dropping with his 
scans of instruments from the Library of Congress, and there 
were sessions by George Stoppani and Sam Zygmuntowicz.

Much of the learning happens just by being together, picking 
up each other’s good habits. Luthier Marilyn Wallin explains:  
‘I learn by watching others do things in their own ways. 
Watching Gudrun Kremeier carve a cello scroll, for example – 
her pegbox shape is so elegant. I’m going to go home and do it 
like that. A lot of learning here is by osmosis, watching people 
using their scrapers differently. I learnt long ago that the work  
I get done here is secondary to the observations I make.’ 

Antoine Nédélec has attended the workshop only once 
before, and is now sharing varnish responsibilities in the group 
project. He observes that there’s naturally a certain amount of 
positive peer pressure: ‘Every violin maker is lonely. It’s not a 
profession where you see a lot of people. It’s easy to fall into the 

‘I learnt long ago that 
the work I get done 
here is secondary to 
the observations I make’
marilyn Wallin

the lutherie  
was punctuated 

by impromptu 
music sessions  
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With remarkable vision, certain infrastructures were created 
early on. The varnish cabinet and the desks were bought with 
money earned from selling the group’s instruments (they’re 
stored for the rest of the year in the school) and a database 
of instrument information was started, collecting drawings, 
scans, tracings and photos that participants have come across. 
This in itself may well turn into one of the world’s significant 
bodies of instrument data. 

Another achievement that seems to have filtered into the 
wider lutherie world is how Oberlin has made acoustics more 
accessible, and vital, to makers. The subject gradually became 
more and more important until the point that it became its 
own session, run by Fan Tao. According to Germain, this wasn’t 
necessarily easy: ‘It used to be that there was a divide between 
people who were into acoustics and people who were “real violin 
makers”. People who focused on acoustics came from the realm 
of science; violin makers were from the realm of art, saying, “You 
can’t fuse science and art – they’re two separate disciplines.” The 
truth lies somewhere in between – it’s a science and an art, and if 
we take the best elements from both worlds we’ll be successful in 
our craft. People have been swayed by that argument here.’ Not 
everyone is convinced – while I’m there, there are heated 1am 
discussions about whether Stradivari would have cared about the 
science – but it’s all there for makers to make their own decisions.

We’ve talked in The Strad before about the current golden age 
of violin making, and Oberlin has played a significant part in this 
with its research, questing, sharing and inspiring. But what of the 
future? The workshop is almost bursting at the seams, and 
Germain admits that it can’t get any bigger. But the thing about a 
good idea, especially in the string world, is that people usually 
copy it, and similar workshops have started to happen around 
the world – Mittenwald, West Dean, Fertans, for starters. So, all it 
really takes to start a good society, and one that spreads, is a 
group of people with expertise, passion, ambition, humility and 
generosity – who don’t mind doing a bit of washing up. 

with the Bow Makers

the luthiers throw 
a party for the bow 
makers in the first week

us maker evan Orman 
was among those 
working on a copy 
of a tourte bow
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F Ifty-three vIolIn makers descended on 
Oberlin in June for an eventful two-week workshop. 
The 2012 project picked up from last year’s event, 
where the assembled luthiers had made a copy of the 
1704 ‘Betts’ Stradivari in the white. This year’s goal 

was to varnish that violin, string it up to be played, and also 
make another ‘Betts’ copy in the white by the end of two weeks.

For this year’s violin, it was decided that we would 
use traditional methods. Last year’s had been made with 
pre-carved plates and scroll by the CNC team of John  

Waddle, Steve Rossow and 
Steve Sirr. This year we were 
divided into four teams: Sam 
Zygmuntowicz took the lead 
for the scroll team; Bill Scott 
for the rib structure team; 
myself for the back and top 
teams; and Jeff Phillips with 
Antoine Nédélec for the 
varnish team.

Most evenings, there was 
a scheduled lecture upstairs 
in the seminar room, 
where George Stoppani 

and Jeff Robinson had kept their equipment 
set up after the previous acoustics workshop. 
This created a kind of symbiosis with 
our workshop.

There’s a vibrant energy in the air as 
people sign their names on the lists 
for the various teams. The wood for 

this year’s violin project has already been 
chosen (old Bosnian maple and  Alpine 
spruce) and the centre joints glued, so the 

wood is ready to be handed over to the teams. Bill decides  
we can use the three-part rib mould made for last year’s  
fiddle, which replicates the asymmetry of the original ‘Betts’. 
Meanwhile, the varnish team begins its wood surface-
colouration process, and plans out a schedule that gives 
precisely ten days for completion.

The scroll team people have made a template to copy  
the ‘Betts’ scroll and, with the wood measured, they are 
all set to make some cuts. The rib team has its maple 

planed from wood that matches the back, and are now ready to 
start bending. The ribs will have to conform to the distortions 
contained within the three-part mould. The back and top teams 
have a reprieve to work on personal making today, because an 
outline cannot be produced until the ribs are partially complete. 
Each step in the varnishing process has an influence on the final 
outcome, especially when copying a particular Strad like the 
‘Betts’: Jeff and Antoine express the importance of surface 
texture before tanning a violin in UV light for two to three 
weeks. ‘What exactly do you mean by surface texture, and how 
much should there be?’ one participant asks. Everyone is glad to 
hear the answers and watch a demonstration. Jeff had completed 
both the wood wearing process (edges, corners, chamfers) and 
the UV tanning before the Oberlin workshop began. 

Instrument experts of every stripe rubbed 
shoulders at this year’s Oberlin violin Makers 
Workshop. RAYMOND SCHRYER recounts 
how the teams of luthiers collaborated 
on a copy of the ‘Betts’ Stradivari

the varnishing 
team was led by Jeff 

Phillips (left) and 
antoine nédélec
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Ryan Soltis wants to demonstrate how to make rosinate 
pigments so that we can all experience the process.  
In groups of two or three, we make enough pigment for 

everyone to be able to take some home. This becomes an 
exciting activity for the evening. 

By the end of the day, the varnish team is applying a ground 
to the ‘Betts’ fiddle. Everyone is intent on getting a look, huddled 
around a workbench in the smaller varnish studio. We have 
cleaned this room (a former wood shop) and installed a UV 
‘light shack’, put together from a plastic garden shed.

By now we have outlines for the top and back cut out 
from the rib assembly, and wood chips are flying all over 
the place. The team leaders for the new ‘Betts’ violin have 

  it took precisely  
ten days to complete 
the varnish process

  the varnishing was completed by a 
process of ‘chipping’ and ‘shading’

adjusted the arching templates made from CT scans with 
corrected distortion. We have agreed on arching heights and 
factored in some distortion. Sam Zygmuntowicz can only stay 
for a week, so he encourages his team to get more carving done, 
but there’s a bit of a delay. It’s Ben Ruth’s turn to work on the 
scroll, and he has to rework the previous step of its cut-out,  
a problem of miscommunication. It’s difficult when you need to 
have each step explained and passed on to the next person, 
especially when it’s completed (or not) late in the evening, and 
the next morning’s shift has begun (without clarification). This is 
one of the main challenges of being in a large, multilingual group. 

The new violin is progressing well, the scroll has been 
recovered and the arching has taken shape. We have 
some authentic-looking purfling that Sam’s assistant 

Collin Gallahue has made previously. A varnish demonstration 
can often steal the show at workshops: that’s become a daily 
occurrence this year, courtesy of Jeff and Antoine. Whenever 
there’s an announcement for the next step, the entire workshop 
clears out and people pack into the varnishing studio with 
notebooks and cameras.

The weekend is less structured, with some free 
time to catch up on personal work or explore 
the Oberlin area. Jeff and Antoine have to 

continue with their varnish steps if they’re to meet their 
Wednesday deadline. They have encountered difficulties with 
their craquelure, which doesn’t quite meet their high standards. 
However, Chris Germain and I encourage them to move 
forwards, because it’s a demonstration to all participants in 
how to recover from these experiences.

Both the top and back plates have had work completed 
over the weekend, so the new violin is clearly taking shape. 
Steve Sirr has his computer set up in one corner of the 

workshop, to show analysis of the ‘Betts’ CT scans. These are 
quite useful for comparing arching, thicknesses, densities and 

It’s difficult when you need to have 
each step explained and passed on 
to the next person
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DownloaD the May 2010 issue 
to read John Waddle’s analysis  
of the ‘betts’ Stradivari at  
www.thestrad.com/apps

measurements. For the varnishing team, the next couple of 
days will involve a series of techniques to achieve the varnish 
wear, divided in two categories: ‘chipping’ and ‘shading’, even 
using rocks as tools. 

The violin back has wood removed from the inside to 
prepare for graduation and plate tuning. The top is 
prepared in the same way, but the f-holes still need to be 

cut out. More experienced makers are chosen for the next 
critical steps. Some of the most valuable discussions occur 
spontaneously, such as when we consider the ‘Betts sound’ and 
how we’re going to achieve that by tuning the top and back 
plates. This discussion began with three or four people around 
someone’s workbench; soon, more than a dozen participants 
have joined in the debate.

Hugh Withycombe has planned a sound-comparison 
event for the participants who brought violins: a 
Baroque violinist has volunteered to play the 

instruments at the Oberlin Conservatory on Thursday. This has 
prompted a frenzy of set-up and sound adjustments in the 
workshop. Now the shift towards acoustics has taken over as 
we discuss things such as fingerboard tuning, body resonance 
and bridge tuning. The varnished ‘Betts’ copy looks great, and it 
is rewarding to see all the techniques come together. Finally,  
the stages of patina, touch-up and polishing are completed.  
The next task is the set-up, so the varnished ‘Betts’ can be played 
and tweaked for tomorrow’s trial.

We calculate target frequencies to complete the back’s 
Mode 2 and 5 tuning, and Feng Jiang completes the final 
graduations with accuracy and panache. The top is close 

to our calculated parameters (determined before bass-bar), and 
Ben Ruth has volunteered to fit the bar for tomorrow morning. 
The scroll and neck are completed with the fingerboard, and we 
decide to eliminate expectations of having this ‘Betts’ copy 
entirely glued together. Bill glues the back and rib structure, 
applies some colour treatment to the interior, dries it in UV light 
for two to three hours, then passes it around for everyone’s 
signature inside the ribs. 

At the violin playing test, our varnished ‘Betts’ copy is voted 
in the top three – a success by anyone’s standards. Then it’s off 
to the bow makers’ house for their dinner party with great food, 
wine and music.

Friday is pack-up day so we all try to cram in last-minute 
work and exchange information before we head off to 
our lunch and powwow meeting to discuss our 

experiences over the past two weeks as well as things that need 
to be improved, and what project to work on for next year’s 
theme. After the meeting we are sad to hear the sound of 
packaging tape, but happy to have been part of an incredible 
varnishing, making and acoustical experience.   

  the finished ‘betts’ 
copy, with varnish 
completed and fully 
strung up to be played
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